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From dark smoke-filled rooms at the back of casinos to a hundred-billion-dollar industry
broadcast around the world, poker is still growing fast thanks to the advent of online gaming
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Poker is a game for everyone
today; especially after the rise
of online gambling
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travel to Barcelona (20 August –
1 September) and then Sochi
(4-13 October) following
tournaments in Monte Carlo
(April)
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AUSSIE MILLIONS
The Crown Australian Poker
Championship, also known as
the Aussie Millions, is the largest
tournament in the southern
hemisphere. TheHARIS
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DOLES ET POREM
Earlier this year, Bryn Kenney
of the USA was the winner of the
largest ever Aussie Millions Main
Event in history, after defeating
a record-breaking Main Event
field of 821 players. And in 2018,
Toby Lewis claimed the prize
money along with a custom-made
diamond-encrusted gold bracelet
by Anton Jewellery.

Poker at Melbourne’s Crown was
introduced in June 1997, with
the first major championship held
shortly after in July 1998. The
Main Event was a $1,000 buy in
Limit Hold’ em tournament that
attracted 74 entries. The Crown
Australian Poker Championship,
or the ‘Aussie Millions’ as it
became known, moved to
January in 2001.
crownmelbourne.com.au

With almost 900 entries in
January 2019, David Rheem
took home $1.6m of an $8.4m
total prize pool.
pokerstarslive.com/pca

WORLD POKER TOUR
Since 2002, the World Poker
Tour (worldpokertour.com) has
operated a series of international

poker tournaments held at
different venues worldwide,
with the 9th nine-day WPT
Mediterranean cruise aboard
Royal Caribbean’s Oasis of the
Seas setting sail on 1 September.
In addition to these events, there
are other major tournaments
throughout the year. Some are
standalone tournaments, but

most are held in conjunction
with a tournament series being
held at the host casino, like the
Commerce Casino’s LA Poker
Classic, the Grand Sierra’s World
Poker Challenge and the Bicycle
Casino’s Legends of Poker.
Atlantic City hosts The United
States Poker Championship at the
Trump Taj Mahal casino, which
has been broadcast by ESPN
in recent years.
The main live-poker
tournament in Africa is the All
Africa Poker Tournament hosted
by the Piggs Peak Casino in
Swaziland, with Macau hosting
the Asia Pacific Poker Tour event.
The internet poker revolution
has sparked online poker
tournaments and series that
have become larger than many
live tournaments. The World
Championship of Online Poker
(WCOOP) and the Full Tilt
Online Poker Series (FTOPS)
are two of the biggest online
poker tournament series, with
tournament prizes surpassing the
million-dollar mark.
In a study released in May
2018, it stated that the online
gaming industry is worth
a staggering $116bn. ■

POKERSTARS CARIBBEAN
ADVENTURE
The PokerStars Caribbean
Adventure was first held in 2004
on the Royal Caribbean Voyager
of the Seas cruise ship, moving
to the Atlantis Casino and Resort
on Atlantis Paradise Island in
The Bahamas the following year,
where it remains today.
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Right: Poker tournaments are
popular around the world
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